Is Your Website Responsive? If
Not,It Should Be. Here's Why !
Company Profile: W2S Solutions Digital Marketing
team provides branding, User Experience design and
app promotion. We focus on building designs that

increases user engagement and promotes call for
action. Our responsive site design stands out from the
crowd and fits all screen devices.

What Responsive Website Do
for You?
One site Fits Al : A responsive website can provide a
great user-experience across many devices and
screen sizes.
A great experience: With a responsive website, your
visitors can consume your content using the device
they choose – at any time.
Cost effective: You only need to market, maintain
and support one website that will work for all your
customers, effectively cutting down on your operating
costs.

Increase customer retention and loyalty: A
responsive design helps to reduce bounce rate and
page loading time thereby provides the perfect
platform to build customer loyalty and strong
reputation.
Easier Tracking: A single responsive site means that
you no longer have to track user journeys, conversion
paths, funnels and redirections between your sites.
Stay Ahead of Competition: Since users are using
their mobile devices to search and make purchases
online, you must be responsive to stay ahead of your
competitors.
Better search rankings: The search giant’s likes
responsive websites. And since they can send lots of
visitors your way, it’s wise to pay attention to how it’s
looking.

Drives Conversion: High performing sites across
devices lead to higher visitor engagement, retention
and conversion.

Why We?
We help you with comprehensive, efficient and robust
solutions that meet your unique requirements.
It’s our responsibility to make your business as
impressive and appealing as possible.
With our well-structured methodologies, highly
qualified delivery model, and well defined quality
assurance systems, we deliver business-critical
solutions on-time, within budget, and with an
unmatched level of performance.
We incorporate responsive in your new website

design scheme of things, but if you already have a
website, we can modify it and make it responsive.

What we Do?

HTML5 / CSS3 /
Responsive web
development

PHP Web
development.

WordPress web
development with
Parallax design

Web Application
using .Net
Framework

Jquery / AJAX

Adobe Tools to
design a few
elements.

How we Do?
Discover: Understanding the requirements for a
responsive site.
Design: We will work with you through an iterative
process to create rough wireframes, or UX sketches,
for key views. Style considerations, Grid structures
and layouts for the site considering different screen
widths will be decided.
Develop: Building the site. The technical architecture

is built and tested for various devices.
Deploy: Release the new website to the public.

Portfolio

W 2S Solutions
We develop top-quality app across all mobile
platforms that easily integrates with web backend
built with Microsoft or PHP and runs well in cloud
servers.
Technology: WordPress
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